
Email marketing

It’s easy.



First, a disclaimer

•The work I do is comparatively impersonal 
to yours.

•I communicate with strangers 

•And thus: my best practices will not always 
be your best practices. 



With that said … PIH email! 
Let’s start with advocacy.



Email! 



Tweet!



Sneak fundraise. Works better than it should.



Anatomy of a GOOD advocacy message

(1) Keep it simple, & cut to the chase.

(2) Establish the urgency. 

(3) Be specific, maybe even a little wonky. 



Example -- Rescission



NEW PIH campaign: CHRs in Navajo Nation

• The problem: President Trump proposed eliminating CHRs in Native 
American nations. 

• The urgency: CHRs are the linchpin of our work in Navajo Nation, 
where ½ of all kids could develop diabetes. 

• The action: Email your members of Congress. Urge them to maintain 
crucial funding this year and for years to come. 

• The timeliness: The House is coming back into session, and our 
members of congress will soon be talking about this key issue.



Now, about fundraising.



Most important: Urgency

You must make the case that your issue is where people should give 
their money. Because they have a lot of options. 



Anatomy of a fundraising message (familiar?)

(1) Keep it simple & specific. 

(2) Cut to the chase.

(3) Urgency heaped on urgency heaped on urgency. 

(4) Villains? Deadlines? Matching gifts? Use ‘em!



Example: Monthly giving fundraiser.



Example: Matching gift message



Finally: fundraising pages



Anatomy of a good donate page

• Keep it snappy. Really snappy. 3-4 sentences at the most, at least in 
my line of work. 

• Keep it specific. 

• End on a call to action (CTA). 

• And remember: Resist telling your life story in this very small space. 
You make your case in the email, in the conversation, etc. – assume 
that people who land on your page just need a lil’ nudge. 



Example – Haiti match donate page



Resources

• M + R sends out periodic emails with advice for effective digital 
marketing. (ft. gifs!)

• Blue State Digital blog.

• Join a bunch of email lists. Make a “steal” folder in your inbox.




